Abstract. The particle nature of dark matter remains a mystery. In this paper, we consider two dark matter models-Late Forming Dark Matter (LFDM) and Ultra-Light Axion (ULA) models-where the matter power spectra show novel effects on small scales. The high redshift universe offers a powerful probe of their parameters. In particular, we study two cosmological observables: the neutral hydrogen (HI) redshifted 21-cm signal from the epoch of reionization, and the evolution of the collapsed fraction of HI in the redshift range 2 < z < 5. We model the theoretical predictions of the models using CDM-like N-body simulations with modified initial conditions, and generate reionization fields using an excursion-set model. The N-body approximation is valid on the length and halo mass scales studied. We show that LFDM and ULA models predict an increase in the HI power spectrum from the epoch of reionization by a factor between 2-10 for a range of scales 0.1 < k < 4 Mpc −1 . Assuming a fiducial model where a neutral hydrogen fractionx HI = 0.5 must be achieved by z = 8, the reionization process allows us to put approximate bounds on the redshift of dark matter formation z f > 4 × 10 5 (for LFDM) and the axion mass m a > 2.6 × 10 −23 eV (for ULA). The comparison of the collapsed mass fraction inferred from damped Lyman-α observations to the theoretical predictions of our models lead to the weaker bounds: z f > 2 × 10 5 and m a > 10 −23 eV. These bounds are consistent with other constraints in the literature using different observables; we briefly discuss how these bounds compare with possible constraints from the observation of luminosity function of galaxies at high redshifts. In the case of ULAs, these constraints are also consistent with a solution to the cusp-core problem of CDM.
Introduction
After intensive searches over decades, the nature of dark matter is still a mystery. This strange type of matter reveals its presence only through gravitational interaction in astrophysics and cosmology. The existence of dark matter is very well confirmed by various observations covering many length scales and epochs of our universe. Some examples are the cosmic microwave background anisotropy experiments [1] [2] [3] , large scale structure surveys [4, 5] , study of the galaxy rotation curve [6] , cosmological weak gravitational lensing observations [7] etc. Though all of these experiments have confirmed the existence of dark matter, they do not throw any light on its fundamental nature. One of the leading candidate of dark matter, the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) or the traditional cold dark matter (CDM), is inspired by the well known WIMP miracle. This WIMP miracle relies on the coincidence between weak scale cross-section and the dark matter freeze-out cross-section needed to produce correct relic density. This discovery has driven a lot of direct [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , indirect [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and collider [22, 23] searches but these experiments have not yet succeeded in determining the particle nature of dark matter. In fact, the results from many of these experiments are found to be in conflict [24] with each other.
In addition, there exists some long standing cosmological problems with WIMPs. One of them is the cusp-core problem [25] , indicated by the discrepancy between increasing dark matter halo profile (cusp) towards the center of galaxy from N-body simulation [26] and the observationally found relatively flat density profile [27] . It is instructive to note that though there exist difference in opinions about cusp-core issue of CDM and dwarf galaxy observations [28] . Another issue with WIMPs is the missing satellite problem [29, 30] where N-body simulations of structure formation with CDM produce a lot more satellite haloes of a Milky-Way type galaxies than observed. The "too big too fail" [31, 32] problem, another thorn in the crown of ΛCDM model, shows that the majority of the most massive subhaloes of the Milky Way are too dense to host any of its bright satellites. Some recent works claim that these issues may persist even when the impact of small scale baryonic physics is included [33] [34] [35] . All these issues have inspired a drive to go beyond the standard WIMP picture of CDM and consider alternative candidates for dark matter, which differ from CDM on galactic scales (while reproducing its success on cosmological scales.
One such alternative is the warm dark matter (WDM), which causes a decrement in the matter power at small scales [36, 37] due to a larger free-streaming distance than CDM and may provide a solution to some of the small-scale problems [38] . But such models are not without issues. The N-body simulation of WDM is very sensitive to WDM mass and it tends to produce fewer number of satellites than already observed [39] [40] [41] . The status of the cusp-core problem has improved [42, 43] but unfortunately it is not fully resolved by introducing the WDM. In addition WDM has issues with Lyman-α forest flux power spectrum [37] where observational results, combined with hydrodynamic simulations of structure formation place the strongest constraint to date on WDM mass m W ≥ 3.3 keV [44] . But the preferred mass range that arises from WDM N-body simulation is different. It was shown in [42] that the solution to the cusp-core problem requires WDM particles with mass m W ∼ 0.1 keV. It has also been pointed out that WDM particles with mass in the range 1.5 keV ≤ m W ≤ 2 keV can solve the too-big-to-fail problem [41] . In this work we investigate two models of dark matter that result in WDM-like suppression in power at small scales but their physical origin and nature of power spectra at small scale is significantly different from WDM models.
We focus on two models of dark matter-namely "Late Forming Dark Matter (LFDM)" and "Ultra Light Axion (ULA)" dark matter. The former has its origin in extended neutrino physics [45] while the later originates from string theory [46] . In Both of these cases, dark matter starts behaving as CDM after the epoch of BBN and before the epoch of matter radiation equality and both of them have similar features (oscillations and suppression in small scale power) in matter power spectra. Given the similarities between the ULA and LFDM models, it is reasonable to expect that in some viable region of the ULA parameter space, the two models may share the same phenomenology of the matter clustering at small scale. Indeed a recent N-body simulation work on LFDM [47] and two simulations for ULA DM [48] [49] [50] have shown that these models appear to offer a good solution to cusp-core issue while being consistent with large scale clustering.
In this paper, we study the effects of these dark matter models on two distinct features of the universe. The first one is the Epoch of Reionization (EoR). This epoch is one of the most important milestone of the history of the universe, though one of the least well understood. From QSO absorption studies and CMB anisotropy measurements we know the reionization occurred at z ≃ 9 even though it could be an extended process lasting until z ≃ 6.5 [51, 52] . The details of EoR are sensitive to the collapsed fraction of baryons which in turn depends on the matter power spectrum at small scales (see e.g. [53] ). In particular, we study the impact of LFDM and ULA models on the HI signal from the EoR. Another direct probe of the suppression in power at small scales is the evolution of collapsed fraction at high redshifts. The Damped Lyman-α data, based on absorption studies, in the redshift range 2 < z < 5 can be used to construct the evolution of the total amount of HI in bound objects [54] [55] [56] [57] , which provides a lower limit to the collapsed fraction of matter in this redshift range.
To constrain LFDM and ULAs using EoR, one needs the dark matter distribution at high redshift z = 8. We have used a particle-mesh N-body code [58, 59] to evolve the initial matter power spectra of LFDM and ULA DM models from z = 124 to z = 8. This is how WDM simulations are also studied [39] [40] [41] in the literature and is valid on scales above the present-day Jeans scales of these models. It is important to check the validity of this procedure for LFDM and ULA DM. This has been done in [47, 48] . It is instructive to note that these simulation will not resolve the internal halo structure. For ULAs, this could be achieved using a wave-like simulation following the method of [48] . But for the purpose this paper, our approach is accurate enough to confront LFDM and ULA models from the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) observations. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief description about the particle nature of the LFDM and ULAs along with its cosmological effects on the matter power spectrum. In section 3, we provide the details of the simulation set-up for the reionization field. In section 4, we present the results of our simulations including the predictions for the HI power spectrum. In section 5, using analytical models for mass function, we study the effect of our models on the evolution of cosmological gas density and compare our results with damped Lyman-α observations. Section 6 is reserved for concluding remarks.
Throughout this paper, we have used the Planck+WP best fit values of cosmological parameters: Ω m0 = 0.3183, Ω Λ0 = 0.6817 , Ω b0 h 2 = 0.02203, h = 0.6704, σ 8 = 0.8347, and n s = 0.9619 [1, 51] .
2 Particle origin and Cosmology of LFDM and ULA DM
LFDM
Here, we consider a scenario in which the DM is consequence of a phase transition in the dynamics of a scalar field [45, 60] . There can be two types of LFDM: Bosonic and Fermionic. The bosonic or scalar LFDM forms when a scalar field φ (coupled with massless neutrino), trapped in the false vacuum of potential V (φ), makes transition to the true vacuum during the evolution of the universe and starts behaving like dark matter. In case of Fermionic LFDM, the freely propagating massless neutrinos get trapped into small nuggets by some fifth force [61] and the nuggets start behaving like dark matter. But as both of these two types of LFDM gets their initial condition from standard model neutrino, we don't expect to see any difference in the evolution of the universe. These models have been studied by [60] and it is found that the dark matter must form deep inside the radiation dominated era. The small scale effects of LFDM is studied in [47] using N -body simulations. There are two main features of LFDM cosmology that manifest themselves in the matter power spectra. First, there is a sharp break in the power at the co-moving scale k e = aH e ; where H e is the Hubble scale at the epoch of phase transition z f . Second, there are damped oscillations at smaller scales. Both of these can be seen in Figure 1 , in which we show the normalized power spectra for LFDM models for many four different values of z f . The details of the computation of this power spectrum are provided in [60] .
The nature of the power spectrum can be understood as follows. Before the phase transition, due to strong coupling with massless neutrinos, the density and velocity perturbations of the scalar field follow that of the neutrino. On the super horizon scales, the massless neutrinos behave like other forms of matter such as the CDM. However the perturbations in this component are washed out owing to free-streaming on scales smaller than the horizon at z = z f . The complete solution for the density perturbation is an exponentially damped oscillation at sub-horizon scales. The scales smaller than k e , i.e the scale which enters the horizon at the time of transition, are thus expected to carry the signature of the behavior of massless neutrino as LFDM obtains its initial conditions from them. After the transition, the scalar field decouples from the neutrino and starts behaving like CDM. It can be noted in Figure 1 that this is exactly how LFDM power spectrum behaves for k > k e . As z f is increased the feature shifts to larger k e , or smaller scales. As z f tends to infinity, the LFDM matter spectrum approaches the ΛCDM results.
ULA dark matter
Another candidate for dark matter with novel effects on galactic scales which is also well studied in recent past is the dark matter from ultra light axion like particles (ULAs) [48, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . For a recent review on this, see Refs. [50] . In this case, there are ultra-light axions with mass as low as 10 −18 − 10 −33 eV which has their well motivated origin is string axiverse scenario [46] . They can play the role of dark matter at late time when the axion field overcome the Hubble friction and starts oscillating coherently in a quadratic potential. This dark matter from ULA are similar to the well known QCD axion DM. The only difference being that the mass of these particle is much lower than QCD axion and thus the dark matter behavior happens at much late time when Hubble parameter drops below the mass of ULAs. ULAs with smaller mass start behaving as dark matter later.
ULAs are created by spontaneous symmetry breaking and behave as a coherent classical scalar field. It obtains its initial condition after symmetry breaking in the early universe. Unlike LFDM it remains frozen at this initial value by Hubble drag and behaves like a cosmological constant as long as H(t) > m a where m a is the axion mass. When the Hubble parameter drops below m a , the field begins behaving like cold dark matter. Below a certain scale determined by a momentum-dependent effective sound speed of the perturbation in the scalar field, the particle free-streaming leads to suppression of growth of structures [62, 65, 66, 70] . This suppression is indicated as a sharp break in the matter power spectra at the corresponding Jeans scale as shown in Figure 1 . The Jeans scale is given by [50] k J = 66.5 a and after some simplification it can be shown that the suppression of structure formation in the matter dominated era occurs below a scale [66] :
This means that the lesser the axion mass the larger the suppression scale as can be seen from Figure 1 . For the least massive ULA used in this work, the above relation yields k m ∼ 1 hMpc −1 . This Jeans scale in linear power spectra has a considerable effect on CMB physics and ULA can also be constrained from large scale structure surveys. The cosmologically relevant mass range for ultra light axion is given by 10 −33 eV < m a < 10 −18 eV [50] . recently, using Planck and WiggleZ data and linear physics alone Hlozek et al [63] essentially excludes mass range below m a < 10 −24 if ULA constitutes the whole of dark matter. In this work, we are interested in ULAs with masses 10 −23 eV which suppress structure formation on scales comparable WDM with m W 0.1keV
Simulating the reionization field
The redshift evolution of the mass averaged neutral fractionx HI during EoR is largely unknown. It is only constrained from the CMB anisotropy and polarization measurements ( [71] ) which allow us to infer the the optical depth integrated through the reionization surface. Therefore, the CMB constraints can be satisfied for a wide range of ionization histories [72] .
Our aim here to study the HI signal from the reionization era for a class of LFDM and axion models and, if possible, discern generic features of such models from the HI power spectra. Given the uncertainty of reionization history, we do not assume a particular model for reionization historyx HI (z). Instead we fix the redshift and the ionization fraction at which these models are compared. We take z = 8 andx HI = 0.5 at this redshift for our simulations.
Our method of constructing reionization fields consists of three steps: (i) generating the dark matter distribution at the desired redshift, (ii) identifying the location and mass of collapsed dark matter halos within the simulation box, (iii) generating the neutral hydrogen map using an excursion set formalism [73] . The assumption here is that the hydrogen exactly traces the dark matter field and the dark matter halos host the ionizing sources 1 We discuss our method in the following sections.
Generating the dark matter density field
We have used a particle-mesh N -body code [58] to simulate the z = 8 dark matter distribution. We use the linear power spectrum ( Figure 1 ) to generate the initial Gaussian random density field at z = 124. For LFDM, the linear power spectra are generated using a modified version of CAMB [60] and axionCAMB is used for the ULA dark matter [63] . We have done simulations for the following models: ΛCDM, LFDM models with z f = {2, 1, 0.7, 0.4} × 10 6 , and ULA models with m a = {3.7, 2.5, 1.2, 0.26} × 10 −22 eV. Figures 2 shows 1 The assumption that the dark matter follows the baryons is justified for simulating the HI signal from EoR for the following reasons. The issue of simulating and studying this signal is essentially a two-scale problem: the scale at which the structures collapse and the scale at which the HI signal is observable. These scales are generally separated by orders of magnitude. For instance, the objects that collapse around z ≃ 10 lie in the mass range M ≃ 10 9 -10 10 M ⊙ , which correspond to length scales L ≃ 0.2-0.4 Mpc or equivalently k ≃ 2π/L ≃ 30-15 Mpc −1 . However, we study the HI signal in the range 0.1 < k < 4 Mpc −1 . So even though the density field is highly non-linear at the scale of the collapse and therefore the assumption that baryons follow dark matter is not a good one, it generally is an excellent assumption at the scales at which the HI is probed, which lie in the range from mildly non-linear to highly linear at the redshifts of interest. 
eV Figure 2 . This shows the dimensionless matter power spectrum ∆ 2 (k) at z = 8 calculated from the N -body outputs using four different LFDM models (left panel) with z f = {2, 1, 0.7, 0.4} × 10 6 and four different axion DM models (right panel) with axion masses ma = {3.7, 2.5, 1.2, 0.26} × 10 −22 eV. The black solid curves are the ΛCDM power spectrum.
the dimensionless matter power spectrum
2 output from the N-body simulation at z = 8. Note the suppression of power on scales k 1 Mpc −1 for both the LFDM (left panel) and ULA (right panel) models compared to the ΛCDM model. This suppression deepens as we decrease the value of z f and m a in the LFDM and ULA models respectively.
Our simulation volume is a 150 Mpc 3 comoving box. We have run our simulation with a 4288 3 grid using 2144
3 dark matter particle. The spatial resolution is 35 kpc which corresponds to a mass resolution of 1.36 × 10 7 M ⊙ . The N -body code used for this work has been parallelized [74] for shared-memory machines using OpenMP.
Identifying collapsed dark matter halos
We have used a friends-of-friends (FoF) halo finder code [59] to identify the location and mass of the collapsed dark matter halos from the outputs of the N -body simulation. We have used a fixed linking length 0.2 times the mean inter-particle separation and require a halo to have at least 10 dark matter particles which corresponds to a minimum halo mass of 1.36 × 10 8 M ⊙ . Our choice of the minimum halo mass is well motivated because a halo mass of a few 10 8 M ⊙ [75] (at z = 8) also corresponds to the virial temperature (∼ 10 4 K) of HI-cooling threshold. We do not consider the possible impact of H 2 -cooled mini-haloes, which lie in the mass range from Jeans' mass to 10 8 M ⊙ , on reionization. Figures 3 shows the simulated comoving number density of halos per unit logarithmic halo mass dn/d(lnM ) as a function of the halo mass M at z = 8 for the range of LFDM (left panel) and ULA (right panel) models that we consider here. The solid curve is the theoretical ΛCDM mass function [76] . The simulated ΛCDM mass function, shown in black points, is in very good agreement with the theoretical mass function. Note that the low mass halo abundance is substantially reduced for both the LFDM and the ULA models as compared to the ΛCDM, and the suppression gets steeper with decreasing value of z f and m a in the LFDM and ULA models respectively.
In the right panel of Figure 3 , we also show the theoretical halo mass function for ULAs of Ref. [68] . The theoretical mass function displays a sharp cut-off at low halo masses caused by scale dependent growth and an increased barrier for collapse: consequences of the ULA Jeans scale. This cut-off is not present in the mass function found from our N-body simulations, but we should not expect it to be. N-body simulations treat ULAs as particles. However, this treatment is incomplete on small scales, where the coherent scalar field dynamics become important. The full scalar field dynamics have been computed by Ref. [48] , and the validity of an [76] . In the right hand panel, the points represent the results of the simulation, while the solid curves are the theoretical prediction from [68] .
N-body treatment on large scales was discussed in Ref. [77] . The cut-off in the theoretical mass function for ULAs becomes relevant precisely where scale dependent growth and scalar field dynamics become important in linear theory. This suggests that the ULA mass functions we have derived should not be considered correct on these scales.
Both the LFDM and ULA mass functions produce low mass halos below the cut-off in the linear theory power spectrum. The same effect is observed in related simulations of warm dark matter (WDM). In the case of WDM, these low mass halos are believed, for a variety of reasons, to be "spurious" [78, 79] . We note that for ULAs the mass function slope from simulations increases below the cut-off in the theoretical mass function. An increase in the slope of the mass function is one method of identifying spurious halos [80] , and it is interesting that these scales coincide. A complete simulation of ULAs (either as a scalar field [48] , or an effective fluid [49, 81] ) should include a dynamical mechanism whereby the spurious halos never form, thanks to the so-called "quantum pressure" of the gradient energy. This further suggests, on theoretical grounds, that the low mass halos are spurious.
Spurious structure can be removed from simulated mass functions: for WDM in e.g. Ref. [80] , for LFDM in Ref. [82] , and for ULAs in Ref. [77] . In our results we do not remove the spurious structure. The constraints thus derived will be weaker than the true constraints, allowing for lighter ULAs and later formation of DM. Our constraints are therefore, in some sense, conservative.
Generating the neutral hydrogen (HI ) maps
In the final step we generate the ionization map and the HI distribution using the homogeneous recombination scheme of Ref [83] . The basic assumption here is that the hydrogen exactly traces the matter density field and the halos host the sources of ionizing photons. It is also assumed that the number of ionizing photons emitted by a source N γ is proportional to the mass of the host halo i.e. N γ = N ion M/m p where m p is the proton mass. The constant of proportionality N ion here is the number of ionizing photons emitted per baryon in the collapsed halo times the ratio of the baryon density to the total matter density. The ionization map is generated by comparing the smoothed photon number density to the smoothed hydrogen number density at each grid point in the simulation volume. Any grid point where the photon number density exceeds the hydrogen number density is declared to be ionized. This comparison is carried out varying the smoothing radius from the cell size to a maximum smoothing length-scale which is half the box size. The ionized map and the HI distribution were generated using a grid spacing that is 16 times coarser than the N -body simulations. The simulated HI distribution was finally mapped to redshift space ( [84] ) using the scheme outlined in Ref. [85] . We use the resulting HI distribution to calculate the brightness temperature fluctuation using ( [86] )
where ρHĪ ρH is the ratio of the neutral hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density. Throughout this paper, we assume the spin temperature T s ≫ T cmbr or the HI is only observed in emission.
Results
Our method predicts an 'inside-out' ionization where the high density regions are ionized first and the low density region later. As the value of z f in LFDM model decreases, the number of halos decreases. This means that the number of ionizing sources in the LFDM and ULA models is smaller as compared to ΛCDM model. To achieve the same ionization level at the same redshift (x HI = 0.5), N ion is higher in the LFDM models as compared to the ΛCDM model. We find that for z f < 0.4×10 6 the desired level of reionization doesn't occur as we couldn't form dark matter halos in our box. This allows us to put a rough limit of z f ∼ 0.4 × 10 6 as a lower cut off. Similar considerations allows us to put a lower limit on the mass of ULA of m a > 2.6 × 10 −23 eV. It is instructive to note that this result is consistent with [63, 77] in connection to linear as well as non-linear observables of ULA DM. Table 1 lists the set of models we study in this paper.
However, we could also get independent limit on z f and m a from constraints on plausible range of N ion . In our simulation N ion = 12 for the ΛCDM model. For the range of LFDM models we have studied (for decreasing z f as shown in Figure 4 ): N ion = {37, 95, 207, 1401}. For ULA models, for decreasing m a as shown in Figure 5 , N ion = {53, 70, 130, 1140}. Table 1 lists the values of N ion for the models we consider. How acceptable are these values if star-forming galaxies were responsible for the reionization process? For a metallicity Z = 0.01 and Scalo stellar mass function, the number of hydrogen ionizing photons is nearly 4000 per baryon which corresponds to N ion ≃ 800. Factoring in 10% star formation efficiency in a halo for star forming galaxies and 10% escape fraction from these haloes, this number drops by a factor of 100. 2 It should be noted that all these factors-metallicity, initial mass function, star formation efficiency, and escape fraction-are highly uncertain. For zero metallicity (population III) stars the number of photons could be significantly higher and lie in the range 10 4 -10 5 3 , but these stars last only a few million years which is considerably smaller than the age of the universe, ≃ 5 × 10 8 yrs at z ≃ 8. These first metal-free, massive stars would have ended their life in supernova explosions thereby contaminating the interstellar medium with metals. This means the metal-free stars could only have dominated the reionization process for short periods. Also for initial stellar mass functions which have a larger fraction of massive O and B stars as compared to the Scalo mass function, the number of ionizing photons could be larger (for details of the physics of ionizing sources during the epoch of reionization see [53] ).
In light of these facts we could ask how plausible is N ion corresponding to z f ≃ 0.4 × 10 6 or m a ≃ 2.6 × 10 −23 eV. In these cases, the required number of photons per baryon is larger than 5000. This is not possible to achieve for moderate metallicities and Scalo mass function even if the efficiency of star formation and the escape fraction are 100%. Therefore, we consider such models unrealistic.
Model
Parameter Table 1 . The Table lists the values of Nion for the LFDM and ULA models we consider. In the last column the tick mark illustrates whether the models is able to achieve reionization based on an acceptable value of Nion and the formation of haloes in the N-body simulation.
Upcoming near-infrared telescope JWST will allow us to directly detect ionizing sources from the epoch of reionization (e.g. Figure 19 of [53] ). For LFDM and ULA models, these sources are fewer in number and more luminous, which might allow a direct probe of the decrement of matter power spectra at small scales.
Figures 4 and 5 show two-dimensional sections through the simulated brightness temperature cubes for LFDM and ULA models forx HI = 0.5. By visual comparison we see two main differences between ΛCDM and LFDM (ULA) models. The first difference is that the size of the ionized regions is larger in the LFDM (ULA) models. It is owing to two factors: first, as discussed above, it is a consequence of the fact that the sources require higher star formation efficiency to achieve the desired level of ionization. Second, the suppression of matter power at small scales results in a decrement of mass dispersion at these scales. Therefore, the haloes that form are a higher σ fluctuations of the density field as compared to the ΛCDM model. It is known that higher σ fluctuations are more strongly clustered for a Gaussian field (see e.g. [89, 90] ), or the ionizing sources are formed more preferentially in a cluster. Both these factors contribute to enlarging the size of the ionizing bubble and explain why the ionized bubble sizes get larger with decreasing value of z f (m a ) in the LFDM (ULA) models. The second difference, also linked to the factors discussed above, is that the HI fields has stronger contrast in the LFDM models. Both these differences manifest themselves in the power spectra of the HI field which we discuss next.
Figures 6 shows the mean squared brightness temperature fluctuation
2 of the HI field for LFDM (left panel) and ULA (right panel) models we consider here along with the ΛCDM model, for a fixed ionization fractionx HI = 0.5. We find that the power for LFDM (ULA) models is greater than the ΛCDM model over a large range of scales 0.1 < k < 4 Mpc −1 . This is owing to the factors discussed in the foregoing. The scale of the HI power spectra from ionization inhomogeneities, is governed by the size of ionized bubbles. These inhomogeneities normally dominate the contribution of density perturbations for scales considered here. Therefore we expect, for the same ionized fraction, the power to increase if the ionized bubbles are larger. It has been shown analytically [73] and is consistent with the results of numerical simulations [91] (see also [92] ). Conversely, when there is enhancement of matter power at small scales, e.g. owing to the presence of primordial magnetic fields, the HI signal in the range of scale discussed here, diminishes [93] .
We only consider a fixed ionization fractionx HI = 0.5 at z = 8 for our study. However, the discussion in the foregoing shows that the enhancement of the HI signal is generic and should be independent of the ionization fraction. It can be shown that the HI signal is dominated by ionization inhomogeneities and it peaks at close tox HI = 0.5 [73] , which also partly motivates our choice. Current observational constraints from radio interferometer PAPER put an upper limit on the HI bright temperature power spectrum:
2 over the range of scales 0.15 < k < 0.5kMpc −1 at z = 8.4 [94] . These constraints are too weak, by roughly a factor of 10, to probe the enhancement of the HI signal seen in Figure 6 for LFDM and ULA models at the present. Ongoing radio interferometers focused on detecting the HI signal from EoR-LOFAR, MWA, and PAPER-might throw more light on this issue in the near future.
Evolution of cosmological gas density
As discussed in the previous section, the main impact of LFDM and ULA models is to reduce the matter power at small scales. This results in smaller number of haloes at masses relevant for studying the reionization process. This also means the collapsed fraction of matter decreases for models with lower power. We study the implication of the evolution of the collapsed fraction for LFDM and Axion models in this section.
From absorption studies of Damped Lyman-α clouds, the evolution of average mass density of HI in the universe can be inferred [54, 55] . Assuming that the HI follows baryons and the collapsed fraction of baryons traces dark matter, this allows us to get an approximate measure of the minimum amount of collapsed fraction of the total matter in the redshift range 2 < z < 5 for which the data are available [54, 56, 57] . From the HI data one obtains, Ω HI (z) = ρ coll HI (z)/ρ c (z), which gives the fraction of the collapsed neutral hydrogen in terms of critical density of the universe ρ c . The (minimum) collapsed fraction is given by:
, where ρ b is the background energy density of Baryons.
As obtaining the mass function from N-body simulation is numerically expensive, for computing the collapsed fraction, for LFDM models, we integrate the Sheth-Tormen mass function [76, 95] above the density threshold of collapse at a given redshift. The collapsed fraction (the fraction of collapsed mass in haloes with masses larger than M ) at a redshift z is given by:
Here ν min = (1.69/σ(M, z)) 2 and f (ν) is given by the Sheth-Tormen mass function [76, 95] . For computing the collapsed fraction for ULA models, we integrate the halo mass functions derived by [68] .
In Figures 7 and 8 we show the mass dispersion σ(M ) for a range of LFDM and ULA models and collapsed fraction as a function of mass for a fixed redshift. It is seen that as the formation redshift z f (m a ) decreases, σ(M ) decreases for masses which correspond to scales at which there is decrement in power. This also means that collapse fraction falls as z f (m a ) decreases.
It is not straightforward to compare the theoretical collapsed fraction (Eq. (5.1) with the damped Lyman-α data because there is a large uncertainty in the masses of these clouds. Simulations suggest that the mass of damped-α clouds could lie in the range 10 9 -10 10 M ⊙ ( [96] ). However, recent observations suggest that the mass could be as high as 10
12 M ⊙ at z ≃ 2.5. ( [97] ). For the present work, we assume two halo masses 10 10 and 5 × 10 10 M ⊙ as the threshold masses for the formation of Damped Lyman-α clouds. We compute the collapsed fraction for comparison with the data by integrating the mass function with threshold mass as lower limits.
In Figures 9 and 10 we compare the prediction of LFDM and ULA models with the damped Lyman-α data. As noted above, the damped Lyman-α data provide a lower limit to the collapsed fraction. Therefore, all models that predict collapsed fraction smaller than the data can be ruled out. As expected, the constraints are tighter for the higher threshold halo mass. Figures 9 and 10 show that z f < 2 × 10 5 and m a < 10 −23 eV can be ruled out from the present data. It should be noted that the data at higher redshifts provide tighter bounds.
In the foregoing we discussed the impact modified dark matter models on the collapsed fraction of HI at high redshifts. It is possible to observe the collapsed fraction of matter at high redshifts in other wave-bands in the form of luminosity function of galaxies. Such observations have been considered to constrain the ULA models [64] . Here we briefly discuss the possible constraints on dark matter models from the currently existing observations of the luminosity function of high redshift galaxies.
Many groups have recently determined the luminosity function of bright galaxies, using colour-based Lyman-break selection criterion to determine the redshift, in the redshift range z = 7-8 [98] [99] [100] . We focus on the paper of Bouwens et al. (2015) [100] for our discussion. Their determination of luminosity functions of galaxies is based on 481 sources at z ≃ 7 and 217 sources at z ≃ 8. For z ≃ 7 they cover the absolute magnitude range M AB = −22.16-− 16.91 and the range for z ≃ 8 is M AB = −21.87-− 17.62. To constrain dark matter models we need to find a relation between the luminosity function and the mass function of haloes predicted by these models. It should be underlined that the mass of haloes is not measured directly in such observations and therefore such a relation is based on empirical fitting based on mass-luminosity relations at lower redshifts. In Appendix I of Bouwens et al. (2015) paper [100] , they propose a redshift-dependent kernel to relate the measured luminosity functions with mass functions. They propose a relation between mass and luminosity based on a log-normal kernel and claim an acceptable fit in the redshift range z = 4-8 and reasonable agreement with earlier results. Their Eq. I2 gives a redshift-dependent relation that can be used to approximately determine mass given the luminosity (this relation is not unique but the fluctuation in this relation is small, Eq. I1 of Bouwens et al. (2015) ). For the range of absolute magnitudes for which the luminosity functions have been determined this gives the mass range: M ≃ 2 × 10 10 -10 12 M ⊙ at z ≃ 7 and M = 3 × 10 10 -10 12 M ⊙ at z ≃ 8. We can compare this mass range with our results in Figures 7 and 8 . These figures show that for most of the models (both LFDM and ULA) we consider, the predictions for the mass range of interest are in reasonable agreement with the LCDM model, even though they differ significantly for smaller masses. For the mass range suggested by measured luminosity functions for z ≃ 7-8, there is substantial difference between the LCDM model and the modified dark matter for m a ≃ 2.6 × 10 −23 eV and z f < 2 × 10 5 . This is suggestive that these models are ruled out by high-redshift luminosity function measurements. These constraints are in reasonable agreement with those obtained from other observables we consider in this paper. 
Conclusion
From cosmological observations we know that DM must display clustering properties similar to CDM, at least on the largest scales. However, the particle nature of DM is still not known. The linear LSS observations, such as WiggleZ, BOSS, and Planck data on CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies can be used to place very stringent constraints on any dark matter models that show deviation from the ΛCDM model for k < 0.1 Mpc −1 [1, 51, 63] . However, at smaller scales the situation remains unclear from astrophysical observables, e.g. the missing satellite problem [29, 30] . This points to a need to study plausible dark matter models that allow for significant deviation from ΛCDM models at small scales and confront them with astrophysical and cosmological observables. This paper is one step in that direction.
In this paper, we consider the implications, and possible constraints on, of a class of LFDM and axioninspired models by running a series of N-body and reionization field numerical simulations with the appropriate power spectra as initial conditions. Specifically, we study the reionization epoch and the evolution of the collapsed fraction of matter at high redshifts. Such models generically give a decrement in matter power at small scales. In particular, we study the HI signal from the epoch of reionization. We also consider the evolution of the collapsed fraction of the matter in the redshift range 2 < z < 5, using the data of damped Lyman-α on Ω HI (z).
We show that the power spectrum of the HI field could be higher for such models for a fixed ionization fraction as compared to the ΛCDM model. The enhancement is by factors of 2-10 for range of scales 0.1 < k < 4 Mpc −1 . (Figure 6 ). For studying the EoR with alternative DM models, we demand that these models be able to provide a reionization fraction x = 0.5 at z = 8. For very low z f and m a , no halos are formed at z = 8 in the N-body box, which rules out of these models. In models with larger z f and m a , the desired amount of reionization is achieved by increasing the number of ionizing photons, N ion as compared to the ΛCDM model. The models that require unrealistically large value of the number of ionizing photons are also excluded. These considerations are listed in Table 1 and lead to generic bounds on the epoch of the formation of dark matter z f > 4 × 10 5 and the axion mass m a > 2.6 × 10 −23 eV. We also obtain weaker constraints from the damped Lyman-α data on the evolution of collapsed gas fraction: z f > 2 × 10 5 and m a > 10 −23 eV. We also argue that the observed luminosity functions of high redshift galaxies in the redshift range z ≃ 7-8 are also expected to yield similar constraints.
The models we consider in this paper have been studied in the context of other cosmological observables. The LFDM models have been compared against the SDSS galaxy clustering and the Lyman-α data [60] ; the SDSS data gives z f > 10 5 while the Lyman-α data results in stronger bounds z f > 9 × 10 5 (all 3σ). While the Lyman-α data give more stringent constraints than we obtain here, the models consistent with this data still result in an enhancement of up to a factor of 4 in the HI power spectra (Figure 6 ). The ULA models considered here have been confronted with Lyman-α and galaxy luminosity data; the resulting bounds are m a > 10 −22 eV which are comparable to the constraints we obtain in this paper [65, 77] . It is interesting to note that the current constraints on ULAs, including our own, are consistent with the mass necessary for a successful solution of the cusp-core problem in dwarf spheroidals [27, 48, 49, 103] .
Building a physical model of the nature of dark matter consistent with all the astrophysical and cosmological observables has not been achieved yet. Cosmological observables affected by small scale matter power remain crucial elements in this quest. In this paper we studied the impact of two such observables for two classes of non-WIMP dark matter models and were able to constrain their underlying parameters. In the future we hope to return to this issue with further comparisons with the low and high redshift astrophysical data.
